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The Learn in Your Car language series is the first system ever designed to teach a language in your

car...or anywhere...without a textbook. Simple and effective, you can learn to converse in another

language while driving, walking, or doing tasks around the house. And now with Learn in Your Car

from audible.comÃ‚Â®, you can turn your PC, your Rio, or any mobile device into your own

personal language tutor.Each course is organized the way you learn best - by learning words and

phrases - and building these into sentences and clear conversations. Arrange hotel

accommodations, order in restaurants, change money, and feel more at home next time you

travel!The Learn in Your Car language series is:Easy to use without a textbookPrepared by

dialect-free professionalsAvailable in levels for students of all abilitiesDesigned to teach grammar

basics through recorded examplesLevel 1 offers an introduction to key words, numbers, phrases,

sentence structure, and basic grammar.Level 2 teaches more challenging vocabulary, additional

grammar, and targeted sentences designed to generate confidence in your ability to comprehend

and converse.Level 3 presents expanded vocabulary, advanced grammar, and more detailed

sentences to extend your conversational skills.
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Really enjoyed this tape series. Have studied in school for years and have lived in Japan for a year

and am always looking for (inexpensive) ways to keep up my Japanese. The format and content

was just right. Also learned new vocabulary, as well. Level 3 was even better for me but this was

also good.



There is an art to making a language learning course interesting and engaging. The art was lost on

this course although it still does a decent job of teaching with lots of repetition.

I'm preparing for my trip back to Japan, and thought these tapes would help me remember what I

was fluent in as a child, so I skipped the first edition.I listened to level 2 tapes a few times, and after

not recognizing the words they were saying, and then realizing they were using phrases I'd never

use, for example "i am not your friend", I figured out I bought the wrong tapes.The phrases are said

in English first, and then in Japanese, but the Japanese is so fast that you don't have a chance to

mimic the sentence, and if you do, you don't know how to break down the meaning of each part of

the sentence. Maybe I should have bought level 1, but I really don't think I need to learn how to say

things they were trying to teach.I bought the 1993 version of Henry N. Raymond's cassettes, but I'm

not sure the current version is any different!I've since found a great book for beginners called

Japanese in 10 Minutes a Day. It is easy to learn, fun, and really does take 10 minutes a day!
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